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ABSTRACT Software-defined networking (SDN) separates the control plane from the data forwarding plane

and realizes the flexible management of the network resources. With the explosive growth of network traffic

and scale, multi-controllers need to be deployed to improve the scalability and reliability of the control plane.

However, unreasonable subdomain partitioning of SDN controllers may cause the unbalanced distribution

of controller loads and reduces the communication performance of the network. Therefore, in this paper,

a dynamic multi-controller deployment scheme based on load balancing is proposed. We transform the flow

requests into a queuing model and consider the traffic propagation delay and the capacity of controllers as

two main factors affecting the deployment of the multi-controllers. In the initial static network, a modified

affinity propagation algorithm (PSOAP) based on particle swarm optimization is proposed to solve the

problem of clustering performance being affected by the initial values of the bias parameters and convergence

coefficients, getting the reasonable network planning.With the dynamic traffic network, switches in different

sub-domains are reassigned by breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm to achieve controller load balancing. The

extensive evaluations demonstrate that the scheme can provide better stable, accurate, and load balancing

multi-controller deployment when compared with affinity propagation (AP) and genetic algorithms.

INDEX TERMS Affinity propagation algorithm, load balancing, queuing model, software-defined

networking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software Definition Networking (SDN) is a novel network

architecture which separates control plane from data forward-

ing plane. It can control the network traffic by application pro-

gram interfaces and open program interfaces [1]. It provides

a new solution for researching new network applications and

future Internet technologies.

The traditional SDN implementation relying on a logi-

cally centralized controller has several limitations related to

scalability and performance. With the explosive growth of

internet traffic and scale, particularly when network devices

are widely distributed across regions, the network scale that

a single controller can support is limited. In order to avoid

the problem of low network performance and single point

failure caused by overburdened single controller, multiple

controllers are usually deployed in network to realize the
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distributed control management. Multi-controller divides the

control plane into several sub-domains, each controller only

needs to manage the switches in its own domain. So it can

alleviate the deficiencies of the control plane in reliability,

scalability and versatility.

For a given network topology, the problem of controller

deployment needs further research, such as how to determine

the number of controllers and which switches are managed by

each controller. The mapping relationship between controller

and switch determines the performance of the network [2].

When the network traffic changes abruptly, the load of the

controllers may be in an unbalanced state which reduces the

processing capacity of the high-load controller for data flow

requests, while the low-load controller resources can’t be

fully utilized. Hence, it is important to set the optimal number

and location of controllers according to network topology.

At present, some scholars have studied the problem of

multi-controller deployment in SDN. In order to mini-

mize the propagation latency between switch and associated
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controller, Zhao et al. [3] proposed a modified clustering

algorithm based on affinity propagation. Compared with the

traditional clustering algorithms, it can achieve better net-

work performance. Heller et al. [4] first proposed load balanc-

ing algorithm for controllers. It considers the average delay

and the worst delay between the switch and the controller, and

solves the deployment problem between controller and switch

by optimizing model. Sallahi and St-Hilaire [5] proposed a

complete model for the multi-controller deployment problem

based on the deployment cost, but there is no algorithm in

the literature. Ishigaki and Shinomiya [6] proposed a node

calculation index of the pressure center, and the controller

deployment algorithm based on the center was given in the

paper. In view of the robustness of the controller cooperative

control, Jimenez et al. [7] proposed a method of minimum

number of controllers and deployment planning based on

K-Critical algorithm. Xiao et al. [8] introduced a k-means

algorithm to deploy SDN controllers. The algorithm is run

over only one area at the beginning and then iterated by

increasing the number of partitions. Wang et al. [9] proposed

load balancing method based on greed method.

Some researchers have studied the capacity of the con-

troller. For example, a multi-controller deployment algorithm

based on capacity of the controller was proposed in [10].

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) was introduced to solve

the controller deployment problem of an SDN in [11]. The

optimization objective is to minimize the propagation latency

between the controller and switch. The capacity limitation of

the controller is also considered. Liu et al. [12] proposed a

network clustering PSO algorithm, which takes into account

the load of controllers and propagation latency.

In terms of reliable SDN deployment, Beheshti and

Zhang [13] studied the resiliency in SDN, and regarded the

resiliency of the connection between the controller and the

switch as a performance evaluation index. On this basis,

the controller deployment problem of network resiliency

optimization was defined, and the corresponding heuristic

algorithm was proposed to search the optimal placement

of the controller. In order to improve SDN survivability,

Muller et al. [14] proposed a controller placement strategy

which considered the path diversity, capacity of the con-

troller, and failover mechanisms at network design time.

Yan-Nan et al. [15] and Hu et al. [16], [17] studied the

problem of multi-controller deployment to maximize the reli-

ability in SDN, and proposed a measurement and deployment

algorithm of SDN reliability. Guo and Bhattacharya [18]

presented the measurement of SDN reliability and gave the

deployment of controller based on closeness center. Some

researchers have considered multiple optimization objec-

tives as references for deployment. For example, considering

various network failures, a Pareto-based optimal controller

deployment framework POCO is proposed in [19]. Then,

a dynamic deployment method based on the Pareto opti-

mal controller was proposed [20] and a heuristic algorithm

based on Pareto simulated annealing was proposed [21].

Ahmadi et al. [22] proposed a heuristic algorithm called

hybrid NSGA-II, which can get faster computation times

and need much less memory to perform. Jalili et al. [23]

considered the latency between nodes and load balancing

as important metrics, NSGA-II was introduced to solve the

multi-objective model of control placement problem. Then a

dynamic switchmigration based onmulti-objective optimiza-

tion was proposed in [24]. In the process of multi-objective

optimization, the individuals were selected by using the fit-

ness function for crossover and mutation, and then a rapid

non-dominated sorting method was used to elite strategy in

population.

According to current research, most existing SDN multi-

controller deployment schemes are based on the transmission

delay or reliability of the switch to controller, and the con-

troller deployment problem is transformed into the optimiza-

tion model and solved by the optimization algorithm.

The following problems exist in the current study:

• Regarding the issue of multi-controller deployment,

the current solution is mainly based on static deploy-

ment, which cannot meet the requirements of dynamic

flow in SDN. In order to minimize the communication

delay between the switch and the controller, the commu-

nication delay between the various controller domains is

ignored. At present, the problem of controller deploy-

ment is solved if the number of controllers is as few

as possible under the condition of average and worst

delay. The network communication between different

controller domains also increases with an increase in the

number of controllers.

• The main factors currently considered in controller

deployment are delay and stability. Controller capacity

and load balancing between controllers are also very

important factors.

• Current research mainly focuses on solving the con-

troller deployment problem under a given number of

controllers, and obtaining the mapping relationship

between controller and switch. But the most suitable

number of controllers is not easy to require in a dis-

tributed SDN. We can get the optimal number of

controllers only by traversing all the candidate num-

bers, which is no easy to implement in a large-scale

network [25].

In this paper, we propose a dynamic load balancing multi-

controller deployment scheme based on the traffic propa-

gation delay and capacity of controllers according to the

network topology and actual network demand. Additionally,

an improved affinity propagation algorithm (PSOAP) and a

control-domain adjustment algorithm (CDAA) are proposed

to solve the problem of dynamic controller deployment.

The main contributions of this research can be summarized

as following:

• We propose a load balancing controller deployment

model based on the intra-domain and inter-domain com-

munication cost, and transform the traffic requests into

a queuing model. Simultaneously, we consider traffic

propagation delay and the capacity of controllers as
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two main factors in the multi-controller deployment

problem.

• With the initial static network, considering of affinity

propagation (AP) algorithm does not need to set the

number of controllers in advance, we introduce it to

solve the controller deployment problem. Then, aiming

at the problem that the bias parameters and conver-

gence coefficients in affinity propagation algorithm have

limitations to the result of clustering, this paper puts

forward an affinity propagation algorithm which based

on particle swarm optimization (PSOAP). By taking the

two parameters in algorithm as a particle, then adjust it

intelligently by particle swarm optimization (PSO) algo-

rithm. The algorithm improves the clustering effect and

convergence accuracy, and achieves balanced controller

deployment.

• With the dynamic traffic network, in order to ensure

load balancing of controller, switches in different sub-

domains are reassigned by Breadth First Search (BFS)

algorithm.

The rest of the paper can be organized as follows: Section II

presents the model and formulation. The PSOAP algorithm

and the adjustment algorithm proposed in this paper are

explained in Section III. In Section IV, multiple scenarios

experiments and analysis are carried out. The paper is sum-

marized in the last section.

II. MODEL AND FORMULATION

In this section, we illustrate the problem of controller load

imbalance in the process of multi-controller deployment in a

distributed network, and set up the corresponding mathemat-

ical model, including a series of performance parameters that

affect the deployment of controllers.

FIGURE 1. Multi-controller deployment in SDN.

A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 shows the multi-controller deploying architecture for a

distributed network. The whole network includes 14 switches

(S1-S14) and four controllers (C1-C4). Differences in the

number and deployment position of the controllers lead to

an unbalanced state between controllers and increase the

deployment cost in the distributed network. Therefore, given

an SDN, the problem solved in this paper is to obtain the rea-

sonable number of controllers and the mapping relationships

between switch and controller.

The communication cost of multi-controller deployment

includes the intra-domain communication cost and inter-

domain communication cost. The smaller the number of con-

trollers, the smaller the inter-domain communication cost and

the greater the intra-domain communication cost, and vice

versa. To ensure network performance, the propagation delay

between the switch and controller should not exceed a tolera-

ble threshold. Simultaneously, because of the limitation of the

controller’s processing capacity and bandwidth, the switching

requests that a single controller can deal with are limited.

The capacity of controller to process requests should be con-

sidered in the allocation of switches. Thus, multi-controller

deployment in the SDN that is limited by traffic propagation

delay and controller capacity can be described as follows:

Given an SDN, for which the topology of its switches and

links is known, our ultimate goal is to divide the network

into reasonable control domains and identify each domain’s

switches in a manner that minimizes the overall intra-domain

and inter-domain communication costs when the average

latency of a switch to a controller does not exceed a toler-

able threshold, and the single controller managing the switch

request does not exceed the controller’s processing capacity.

Additionally, the deployment of each controller should be

balanced as much as possible.

B. NETWORK MODELING

We build the multi-controller SDN model based on graph

theory. The in-band communication is usually used as major

communication mode in the SDN. In this paper, the controller

network topology is represented by undirected graph G =

(V ,E), where V and E are the set of nodes and links respec-

tively.M represents the number of controllers in the network,

C is the controller set and C = {C1, · · · ,CM }. N represents

the number of switches, S is switch set and S = {S1, · · · , SN }.

So, the |V | = M+N . λti is the request rate of the i
th switch in

slot time t . The dij represents the shortest distance between

the ith switch and jth controller. x tij is a binary variable, and

x tij = 1 indicates that the ith switch is successfully connected

to the jth controller in time slot t . The deployment between

a switch and controller can be defined as an N × M binary

matrix �. To meet the dynamic constraints, a switch can only

choose one controller as the master controller. As shown in

Eq.(1):

x tij =

{

1 ithswitch is connected to jth controller

0 others.
(1)

The controller processing capacity is A and it is determined

by factors such as CPU, bandwidth, and memory, A =

{A1, · · · ,AM }. LM is redundancy factor of each controller

which ranges from 0 to 1. It means that the controller has
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sufficient capacity to perform state synchronization. The flow

requests that the jth controller needs to process in time t are

the sum of the flow requests for all switches connected to it,

which is represented as

8t
j =

N
∑

i=1

λtix
t
ij. (2)

where λti is different for each switch, it represents the flow

request rate of the ith switch in time slot t . In the OpenFlow

network, each access switch in the network will generate

flow set-up requests. Therefore, during the service time of

flow requests in controller, there will be several ‘‘packet-in’’

requests originating from switches to controller. The flow

requests between switches and controller will converge at

the ingress of controller, and form the queue. According to

the characteristics of OpenFlow switch sending requests to

controller, we can reasonably assume that the arrival instants

of new flow set-up requests constitute a Poisson process with

rate 8t
j , and the processing time of flow requests are inde-

pendent, identically random variables with negative exponen-

tial distribution, mean 1
Aj
. Then, based on queuing theory,

the transmission and processing of traffic are described by

an M/M/1 queue [26], and the flow requests are aggregated

on the connected switch in the form of queuing.

With Little’s law [27], we can get the average sojourn time

of the jth controller:

ωt
j =

1

Aj −8t
j

. (3)

Given that the time of computing single source route is

subject to the network size [28], the average response time

of the jth controller can be calculated as below:

1tj = |V |
2 · ωt

j , (4)

where |V | represents the number of nodes in SDN, which

indicates that the processing time is affected by the network

size. Therefore, the average controller response time in time

slot t between the switch and controller is

Dt =

M
∑

j=1

8t
j ·1tj

M
∑

j=1

8t
j

. (5)

The main notation is summarized in Table 1.

According to the definition of notations in the table above,

we calculate the network parameters, including intra-domain

communication cost and inter-domain communication cost.

1) INTRA-DOMAIN COMMUNICATION COST

When a flow table, for example, a new flow table, needs to

be installed on demand, the switch needs to send packets

to the controller, which calculates the forwarding path and

installs the corresponding flow label to the switch of the

forwarding path. The switch then forwards packets according

TABLE 1. Notations.

to the flow table. In this process, for controller Cj, the total

flow request path delay in the time domain mainly includes

the following: the switch sends packet-in to the subordinate

controller and the controller calculates the forwarding path

and switch installation flow table. The two communication

costs between the switch and controller in the OpenFlow

network can be expressed as

Dreq = 2νr
∑

j∈M

∑

i∈N

(

⌈

λti

ν

⌉

dijx
t
ij) (6)

where vr is the average rate of polling switches, it is related

to the average number of links connected to switches, and ν

is the unit rate, v = 1Kb/s.

2) INTER-DOMAIN COMMUNICATION COST

In the multi-controller environment, information synchro-

nization between controllers is required so that each con-

troller can maintain global network status information. The

state synchronization cost mainly refers to the commu-

nication cost caused by the interactive state information

between the controllers, as shown in Eq.(7). And vs is

the average transmission rate of the state information of

the controller. But vs is less than vr , because the SDN

controller does not synchronize all the information in the

subdomain.

Dsyn = νs

∑

j∈M

∑

k∈M

djk . (7)

Based on the above definition and analysis, the network

communication cost (total) represents the cost of commu-

nication between the switches and controllers, and between

the controllers at a certain time. For a given network topol-

ogy, the intra-domain communication cost decreases with

the increase of the number of controllers, while the inter-

domain communication cost increases. Our ultimate goal is

to divide the network into reasonable control domains and

identify each domain’s switches in a manner that minimizes
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the overall intra-domain and inter-domain communication

costs provided by

min Total = γDreq + (1− γ )Dsyn (8)

s.t.
∑

j∈M

x tij = 1, ∀i ∈ N ; (9)

8(t)j ≤ LjAj, ∀j ∈ M; (10)

D(t) ≤ δ; (11)

x tij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ N , ∀j ∈ M . (12)

where γ ǫ [0,1] is a weighting factor used to control the trade-

off between the intra-domain and inter-domain communica-

tion costs. Constraint (9) ensures that the switch can only

choose one controller as the master controller. Constraint

(10) ensures that the load of the controller is within the

normal range and does not exceed the processing capacity of

the controller. Constraint (11) shows that the average delay

(response time) from the switch to the controller is less than

δ. Constraint (12) ensures that each switch can be connected

to the main controller.

The problem of multi-controller deployment is NP-hard

problem. Because of its complexity, it is impossible to solve

this problem in time, particularly for distributed networks.

Thus, we propose an improved clustering algorithm that can

efficiently determine near-optimal solutions.

III. ALGORITHM DESIGN

In summary, the dynamic load balancing scheme proposed

in this paper includes two-phase problem. In this section,

we first propose PSOAP algorithm to solve the static

deployment problem of multi-controller. Then, we propose

a control-domain adjustment algorithm (CDAA) based on

Breadth First Search (BFS) when the network traffic changes

dynamically.

A. SOLUTION FOR INITIAL STATIC SITUATION

Traditional clustering algorithms, such as the k-means

algorithm, critically depend on human intervention, different

initial partitions or values of k that affect the objective func-

tion. Thus, in this section, we propose PSOAP to solve the

controller placement problem, with no need to initialize the

number of controllers in the network.

AP algorithm is a very effective partition-based cluster-

ing algorithm, which regards all data points as potential

clustering centers [29]. It takes the measures of similarity

between pairs of data points as input data and obtains the

optimal solution by transferring information between data

points in the iteration process [30]. It has several advantages,

including efficiency, insensitivity to initialization, and ability

to determine exemplars with fewer errors compared with

k-means, fuzzy C-means, and other clustering algorithms.

In this paper, we propose an improved AP algorithm to solve

the controller deployment problem in an SDN. Specifically,

we adopt the communication cost (λ(t)id(i, j)xij) instead of

the Euclidean distance in the similaritymeasurement between

two switches. By considering the preference parameters and

damping parameters in the algorithm as particles, we adjust

them intelligently using the PSO algorithm and improve the

effect of clustering. PSOAP can learn the optimal number of

controllers adaptively, but can also optimize the deployment

relationship between a switch and controller, which ensures

the reasonable distribution of controllers in the network.

In order to minimizes the object function expressed in

(8), the similarity S(i, j) between two nodes is defined as

the communication between them, we adopts communication

cost (λ(t)id(i, j)xij) instead of the Euclidean distance which

usually used in standard AP:

S(i, j) =

{

λ(t)idijxij i 6= j

P i = j.
(13)

When i 6= j, S(i, j) indicates the possibility of sample point

j as the representative point of sample point i. Diagonal

element S(j, j) is preference parameter P(j). The initial value

of P(j) typically takes the same value, which is the min-

imum or mean value of all non-diagonal elements in the

similarity matrix. Its initial size has a great influence on the

final clustering number. The larger the value of P, the more

clusters are generated, and vice versa.

Unlike k-means, AP does not need to know the number of

clustering centers in advance. The responsibility value R(i, j)

and availability value A(i, j) are two important information

in AP algorithm. Criterion value C(i, j) = R(i, j) + A(i, j),

which represents the possibility of candidate representative

point j as cluster center. Therefore, AP clustering operates

on four matrices: similarity matrix S, responsibility matrix R,

availability matrix A, and criterion matrix C . To determine

appropriate cluster centers, these matrices are updated itera-

tively as follows:

R(i, j) = S(i, j)− max
j′s.t.j′ 6=j

{A(i, j′)+ S(i, j′)}, (14)

Rnew(i, j) = λRold (i, j)+ (1− λ)× R(i, j), (15)

A(i, j) = min{0,R(j, j)+
∑

i′s.t.i′ /∈{i,j}

max{0,R(i′, j)}}, (16)

A(j, j) =
∑

i′s.t.i′ /∈{i,j}

max{0,R(i′, j)}, (17)

Anew(i, j) = λ× Aold (i, j)+ (1− λ)× A(i, j). (18)

Equation (14) computes responsibility matrix R. Responsi-

bility value R(i, j) reflects the suitability of switch j as cluster

center of switch i. Taking into account other potential cluster

centers j’ for switch j. The larger the value of R(i, j), the more

suitable the cluster center. Equations (16) and (17) are used to

update the off-diagonal and diagonal elements of availability

matrix A, respectively. Availability value A(i, j) reflects the

accumulated evidence on how appropriate it would be for

switch i to choose switch j as its cluster center, taking into

account the support from switch i. Switch j is more well suited

to the cluster center of switch i when availability value A(i, j)

is large The availabilities and responsibilities are combined

to identify cluster centers, which forms criterion matrix C .
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The initial availability values A(i, j) and responsibility values

R(i, j) are set to zero, which means that there is no clustering

relationship between the data at the beginning, and they are

updated in the form of (14)-(18). It is very important to avoid

the oscillation of AP algorithm in the update process. The

Damping factor λ can improve convergence speed when AP

clustering can’t converge due to oscillation. The algorithm

terminates when the maximum number of iterations Tm is

exceeded or the amount of information changes is below a

fixed threshold Tc [3]. Finally, after convergence, assignment

vector Q is computed as

Qi = argmax
j
(c(i, j)). (19)

Intuitively, Qi = i means that switch i represents an cluster

center which is deployment position of the controller. Other-

wise, switch i chooses switch Qi as its cluster center, that is,

switch i should connect to controller Qi.

Considering the influence of the preference element and

damping factor on the clustering results, the preference ele-

ment and damping factor are used as the position coordinates

of particles in PSO. In this paper, we propose a modified

AP algorithm based on PSO (i.e., PSOAP). PSOAP takes

the preference element and damping factor as the position

coordinates of the particles in the PSO algorithm. The coor-

dinates and speed of each particle are initialized, to select the

different preference elements and the damping factors. Then,

according to (20)-(21), the position and direction of particles

are constantly updated. In the process of updating, the posi-

tion of particles is used as the value of the preference element

and the damping factor of the AP algorithm to cluster:

Vid = ωVid + η1rand()(Pid − Xid )

+ η2rand()(Pgd − Xid ), (20)

Xid = Xid + Vid , (21)

where Vid represents the speed of i particles in the d dimen-

sion, Pid is the best location that the particle has experienced,

Pgd is the best location for the group, ω is the inertia weight,

and η1 and η2 are important parameters to regulate Pid and

Pgd . In (20), we compare the current particle position with

the individual optimal solution, compare the current particle

position with the group optimal solution, obtain a group

optimal and individual optimal development trend, and then

determine the new speed direction according to this trend

and the original initial velocity direction. Equation (21) that

is what we previously obtained, and the new position of a

particle is produced at a certain distance from the upward

movement. The value of the odd dimension of Xnd is a new

preference element, and the value of the even dimension is

the damping factor, as follows:

P = Xnd ,when d is an odd function; (22)

λ = Xnd ,when d is an even function. (23)

The conditions for the end of the iteration are as follows:

when the number of iterations exceeds the maximum or when

Algorithm 1 PSOAP

Input: SDN network topology G = (V ,E)

The request rate of switch i, λti
The controller processing capacity AM
The redundancy facto rLM

Output: The deployment matrix �

1: All nodes are traversed, the get λti , AM ,LM .

2: if 8M ≤ LMAM and Dt ≤ δ

3: According to (10), the similarity matrix S is established,

and the initialization information matrix is initialized.

4: repeat: Update the parameters of the AP algorithm

according to the (22) and (20);

5: repeat: Update information matrix according to (14)

- (16);

6: until: If the end condition is reached, it will end,

otherwise, Step5 will continue.

7: Calculate the fitness of each particle;

8: Compare each particle, compare its fitness with the

fitness of the best position it has experienced, and update

it;

9: Compare each particle, compare its fitness with the

fitness of the best position experienced by the group, and

update it;

10: Update the velocity of each particle according to the

(19);

11: Update the next position of particle movement accord-

ing to the (21);

12: until: Cluster centers remain unchanged for several

consecutive times (min TOTAL) or the number of itera-

tions exceeds the maximum number; otherwise Step4 is

executed.

13:end if

14: Get xij and the deployment matrix �.

the cluster center does not change for several consecutive

times. Algorithm 1 describes our algorithm.

B. SOLUTION FOR DYNAMIC CHANGES SITUATION

When network traffic changes, in order to balance the load

of each control-domain and reduce the total propagation

delay in the domain, it is necessary to readjust the mapping

relationship of inter-domain switches to optimize the load

and delay indicators. In this paper, the adjustment of the

switch mapping relationship is realized by the Breadth First

Search (BFS) algorithm. The process of the algorithm is

shown in Algorithm 2.

Firstly, a set of intermediate switches TNS is established

to mark the boundary switches with the furthest distance and

largest traffic from the selected controller in any control-

domain.When the load of a control domain exceeds the upper

limit of capacity (AjLj), the switch with the farthest distance

and moderate flow from the controller is selected by breadth-

first traversal to be moved out of the switch set of the control

domain and then added to the TNS. In the slot time t , the
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Algorithm 2 Control-domain Adjustment Algo-

rithm (CDAA)

Input: SDN network topology G = (V ,E), T , t

The request rate of switch i, λti
The controller processing capacity AM
The redundancy factor LM
Switch set for each control-domain IS

Intermediate Switch Set TNS

Adjusted controller set LCon, switch set LS

{LS,C,TNS} = φ

Output: LCon, LS

1: for all t with 0≤ t ≤ T do

2: for each jǫM do

3: TNS←{furthest from IConj∩max(λti ), iǫ ISj};

4: end for

5: for each jǫM do

6: if 8t
j ≥ LjAj do

7: Add nodes in ISj furthest from IConj to TNS by BFS

based on (8) ∼ (12);

8: end if

9: end for

10: Compute function Total = γDreq + (1− γ )Dsyn
11: if Totalt < Totalt−1 do

12: LS←IS;

13: end if

14: end for

15: Output LCon, LS;

minimization of Total is repeated several times, updating

switch mapping relations with the aim of Minimizing Propa-

gation delay and controller capacity. Finally, get the adjusted

set of controllers and switches.

When network traffic changes, the scheme detects whether

the load of each control-domain exceeds the processing

capacity of the controller at any time slot t . Otherwise,

the load is pre-adjusted until the control-domain load sat-

isfies the efficiency interval. If the Total value of the pre-

adjusted network is smaller than that of the slot time t − 1,

the adjustment will be accepted. Otherwise, the next round of

adjustment will be made in the slot time t+1, and the position

of the controllers in each sub-domain will be adjusted at the

time T to reduce the Total value further. The size of slot t

can be dynamically adjusted according to network traffic to

change the number of adjustments in time T , so CDAA can

reduce the propagation delay between the controller and the

switch while realizing the load balancing of the controller.

IV. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

In this section, we introduce the setting of the experimental

environment, make simulation experiments and analysis from

three scenarios.

A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT SETTING

The experimental environment and parameter settings in the

simulation are explained below.

1) TOPOLOGIES

In order to make the experiment more representative,

we choose OS3E topology model to simulate the experi-

ment [31]. The OS3E topology consists of 34 nodes and

42 links. All nodes in the network have the ability to deploy

controller and switch, and they are independent of each other.

2) SELECTION OF CONTROLLER

The basic configuration for the experiment is Intel Core

3.4 GHZ CPU 8 GB RAM. The algorithm is implemented in

Java and the results were analyzed using MATLAB. In terms

of controller selection, we adopt the OpenDaylight [32] con-

troller and write the appropriate application modules on the

application layer.

3) SETTING OF PARAMETERS

The request rate of the switch obey Poisson distribution,

and it range from 150 Kb/s to 550 Kb/s [12]. According

to the partial measurement results of [33], the processing

capacity AM was set to 15M. To create differences between

different controllers, the redundancy factor of controller LM
is arbitrarily selected between 0.9 and 1. The average rate of

polling a switch is vr = 10Kb/s, and the transmission rate

of the state synchronization information of the controller is

vs = 1Kb/s.

The weight of the factor γ was set to 0.8 in our defined

objective function. The coefficient is used to adjust the rela-

tive importance of intra-domain and inter-domain communi-

cation costs in the controller deployment process. In general,

the communication cost of intra-domain is higher than that

of inter-domain. In the study of controller placement, we

should set high weight for the minimization of intra-domain

communication delay.

B. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

In [3], the AP algorithm was introduced to solve the prob-

lem of control plane deployment. The simulation results

demonstrated that the proposed AP algorithm could provide

more stable and accurate controller deployment. To verify

the performance of PSOAP, we set up a series of simulation

experiments, and PSOAP was compared with the AP and

Genetic Algorithm (GA) algorithms. A heuristic algorithm

was used to solve the multi-controller deployment problem

in [22] and [23], and obtained a good performance.

1) NETWORK PLANNING

In this experiment, we validate the network planning effect of

different algorithms under the same conditions. Subdomain

planning is an important indicator to determine controller

load balancing. In an SDN, the more balanced the number

of switches managed by the controller, the more reasonable

the subdomain planning and the better the controller load bal-

ancing performance. Both PSOAP and the AP algorithm can

solve the controller placement problem without initializing

the number of controllers, but not the GA algorithm. Thus,

simulation experiments are carried out for different number

of controller k to select the optimal number of controllers for
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FIGURE 2. Objective function for the three algorithms.

GA algorithm. Then, we directly applied PSOAP and the AP

algorithm to the OS3E topology.

Fig. 2 shows the impact of the number of controllers on

the objective function using PSOAP, AP and GA algorithms

on OS3E topology. In the OS3E network, the number of

switches is a constant value and the setting of the topology is

refered to [4]. We note that we set the Tm parameter of three

algorithms to 300 iterations. In Fig. 2, through the experiment

of GA algorithm, we can see that the number of controllers

has a significant effect on the value of objective function.

As depicted in Fig. 2, the value of the objective function

decreases with the number of controllers from 5 to 10. This

is simply because, as the number of controllers increases,

the number of switches managed by the controller decreases.

Hence, the switch-to-controller latency decreases. Moreover,

we argue that the numbers of controllers needed to better

handle traffic requests over OS3E topology are both five.

As observed, the value ensured the optimal value of the objec-

tive function for the three algorithms, and PSOAP obtains the

lowest value of the objective function.

FIGURE 3. Deployment results on Internet OS3E. (a) GA. (b) AP. (c) PSOAP.

The deployment results are shown in Fig. 3, in which the

three algorithms divide the OS3E topology into five domains

accurately, which are distinguished by different colors.

The numeric symbols indicate the location of all controllers.

From a macro-topological point of view, Fig. 3 clearly shows

that PSOAP can achieve a reasonable controller selection and

network division, both the GA and AP algorithms caused an

unbalanced deployment of switches, which would seriously

affect the stability of the network.

FIGURE 4. Analysis of the deployment results in the network.

To compare the subdomain planning effects of different

algorithms more clearly, we summarize and analyze the

experimental data in Fig. 3. The number of switches managed

by each controller in the three algorithms is shown in Fig. 4.

Under the same controller deployment conditions, the num-

ber of switches managed by each controller in the GA has the

largest difference, in which the number of switches managed

by controller C1 is twice that of controllers C2 and C4. This

is because the GA uses crossover and mutation strategy to

make the whole population evolve continuously and search

for the optimal solution, but the algorithm is easy to fall into

minimum value. When the distance between nodes is large,

it is easy for the clustering operation to fall into the local

optimum, resulting in the regional aggregation of switches

and a poor subdomain planning effect. Although the AP

algorithm does not need to set the number of controllers, the

algorithm also aggregates nodes according to the distance

between switches, and the effect of subdomain planning is

poor. In Fig. 4, after normalizing the experimental data,

PSOAP has a node equalization rate of 0.87, which has an

obvious advantage over the GA (0.66) and the AP (the node

equalization rate is 0.74).

We can see from the Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 the PSOAP performs

well in subdomain partitioning and controller load balancing.

In order to compare the performance of the three algorithms

more clearly, the convergence iteration diagrams of the three

algorithms are given in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5, GA, AP and PSO-AP algorithms are iterated 165,

130 and 145 respectively to obtain the optimal solution. The

execution time of PSOAP algorithm is not the best of the three

algorithms, but it can obtain the optimal solution.

2) PROCESSING DELAY AND CONTROL TRAFFIC

The results of controller deployment not only affect the divi-

sion of network domains, but also have a great impact on the
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FIGURE 5. Performance analysis of three algorithms.

processing delay and control traffic of the controller. On the

basis of the first network planning experiment, we conduct

the second experiment and compare the delay and traffic of

the three algorithms. To eliminate the random error of the

experiment, all three algorithms were run 20 times under the

same experimental conditions, and we took the average value

as the experimental result, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of the controller processing delay.

FIGURE 7. Comparison of the control traffic.

In Fig. 7, the AP algorithm optimizes the control flow in

the subdomain from the Viewpoint of Controller, but it can’t

solve the problem of the substantial difference in processing

delays. Compared with the AP and GA algorithms, PSOAP

not only take into account the number of hops but also

consider the request rate of the switch in the process of con-

troller deployment. Therefore, PSOAP effectively reduces the

fluctuation of the processing delay for each controller and

achieves a balanced distribution of control traffic.

FIGURE 8. Switch flow request rate in the OS3E network.

3) LOAD BALANCING UNDER THE DYNAMIC TRAFFIC

The third experiment compared the load balancing rate and

network response time of the three algorithms under different

flow requests. The proposed PSOAP algorithm is deployed

in the Internet OS3E network topology, we used a traffic

generator to generate continuous flow requests in the switch,

as shown in Fig. 8. The entire process is divided into two

periods. In the first period (0-6 h), all switches have a flow

request rate of less than 280 kb/s and the traffic distribution is

self-similar. In the second period (7-12 h), a large number of

traffic requests are generated in the switch to simulate traffic

bursts. Using this traffic model, we verify the rationality

and feasibility of the scheme proposed in this paper. In this

experiment, the T = 60 min, the time slot t = 5 min. We run

each simulation for 20 times.

Fig. 9 shows that the controller load balancing rate varied

with the change of the request rate of the switch flow. When

the traffic request rate of all switches is low (0-6 h), the load

balancing rate of the three algorithms can keep stable. The

load balancing rate of CDAA is the highest, followed by the

GA algorithm, and the AP is the lowest. The GA and AP

are highly sensitive to traffic variations, the load balancing

rate decreases when the traffic requests of switches suddenly

increase (7-12 h). CDAA effectively managed the scenario of

burst flow requests in switches, and maintained the controller

load balancing rate at a higher level. Compared with the

other two algorithms, the CDAA improves the controller load

balancing rate by at least 26.5%.

Fig.10 plots the comparison of CDAA,AP andGA in terms

of average response time in OS3E. When the switch traffic

request rate was low, the response time of the three algorithms

is small and the network state is relatively stable. It shows
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FIGURE 9. Load balancing rate.

FIGURE 10. Response time under different traffic loads in OS3E.

that the response time of CDAA increases slightly with the

increase of load, while the AP andGA increases sharply when

traffic bursts occurred in the network. We can see from the

Fig.10: (1) As the total traffic request rate increases, response

time also increases since the computing resource on con-

trollers is limited. (2) Request dynamics may cause a sudden

increase of response time for AP. In the extreme case, the

response time of SM is 2x that of CDAA. It demonstrates that

static controller assignment results in severe load imbalance.

In our simulations, this serious phenomenon takes about 70%

of the time in all runs. CDAA reduces response time by

50% on average compared with AP which is a static deploy-

ment algorithm. (3) CDAA outperforms GA and reduces the

response time by 25% on average. CDAA considers the intra-

domain and inter-domain communication costs in the model,

the adjustment of the switch mapping relationship is realized

by the Breadth First Search (BFS), and a better controller

deployment scheme was obtained.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed the problem of multi-controller

placement in a distributed SDN. Taking intra-domain and

inter-domain communication costs as optimization objec-

tives, PSOAP is proposed to solve the problem of controller

placement in initial static state and CDAA is proposed to

solve adjustment of control-domain problem under dynamic

traffic. The simulation demonstrated that the scheme can

obtain the optimal number of controllers adaptively according

to the network topology, assign switches to the most appro-

priate controllers, and achieve the balanced deployment of

multi-controller architecture in a distributed SDN.
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